FOSS RESEARCH CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF CYPRUS
FOSS Internship Position for the summer 2018
Business Development Associate

The Research Centre for Sustainable Energy (FOSS) is offering internship opportunity
for the summer of 2018 (May-Sept, 2018) to help develop the Educational business of
FOSS.
Introduction to FOSS
The Research Centre for Sustainable Energy (FOSS) plays a key role in research and
technological development activities in the field of sustainable energy within Cyprus and at
international level. It aims to contribute to the achievement of the relevant energy and
environment objectives set out by Europe. In particular, the FOSS strives to become a centre
of excellence in energy that will act as a structure where world-standard R&D work can be
performed, in terms of measurable scientific production (including training) and/or
technological innovation.
FOSS has three main areas of synergetic activities:
Research: Groundbreaking research at FOSS aids our funding, feeds to education and
services and also feeds into our efforts for commercialization
Education: FOSS offers a number of vocational courses to the Cypriot and surrounding
countries region and undergraduate and postgraduate courses
Service: FOSS offers specialized services such as monitoring of photovoltaic modules
performance, consulting for new technologies or studies etc. This keeps FOSS very close to
the Cypriot and international industry.
Internship Description
The ideal candidate will have an MBA or equivalent degree with strong communication skills
and willingness to work full time during the summer. Must be able to organize and participate
in meetings with prospective funding agencies/investors. Prior experience in business
development, grant proposal writing, and/or education will be considered a plus but not
necessary.
Qualified applicants will be contacted for an interview.
How to Apply
Send resume and cover letter by email to foss@ucy.ac.cy.
For more information please contact: Dr. Charalambos Anastassiou (Tel: +357-22894398,
email: canast11@ucy.ac.cy; anastassiou2@gmail.com).

